
Suffering, some say, exposes a person’s character. Suffering is impossibly hard.
That’s the point. Some things, one simply cannot bear. That’s again the point. When
we’re not suffering, we imagine suffering to just be a greater measure of annoyance
and pain than we generally daily endure. But when suffering hits, truly hits, it hits
like a ton of bricks. Maybe for an hour, maybe for a day, we bear up under
suffering, especially when we know that the suffering will very soon end, like
delivering a child. But when we don’t see the end of suffering, and the suffering
endures beyond the hour we hoped or expected, then we see nothing but the end of
all things. Suffering is hard, impossible to endure. That’s its point.

In impossibility, we turn beyond what we know to
those unknown things we accept on faith. Faith isn’t
necessarily blind. Faith can account for one’s own
experience and for the experience of others. And faith
can come from hearing God’s word, as the Bible itself
reassures us. But faith, to be faith, always has a
measure of the unknown and unknowable, or it

wouldn’t be faith. Faith is, Hebrews tells us, the reality of the hoped-for unseen.
And that’s what suffering, true suffering, entails. When suffering brings us to the
wall beyond which we cannot feel or see, faith can take hold. Faith is a product of
endurance, and nothing requires endurance quite like suffering. Oh, running a 5k or
10k race requires endurance of a sort. But the literal running of a race is generally a
suffering participants voluntarily endure. Runners also know when, where, and how
the race ends, entirely removing the question of faith.

Suffering is more like an endurance race the end time and end point of which we do
not know. Imagine yourself beginning to run, then tiring, then reaching the point of
exhaustion, and still not even knowing how much longer or farther you have to run.
That’s suffering. As hard as suffering’s pain is to endure, suffering’s harder part is
its uncertainty. And again, uncertainty is when faith can take hold. That gain of faith
is why the apostle Paul exhorts that we should rejoice in suffering. Oh, not in the
pain or uncertainty of it. That would be morbid. But rejoice when you see your
suffering producing in you that most precious and hard won of human qualities:
faith.


